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Goal

Web Search Engines (WSEs) have stored in their query logs information about users since they started to
operate. This information often serves many purposes. The primary focus of this tutorial is to introduce to
the discipline of query log mining. We will show its foundations, by giving a unified view on the literature
on query log analysis, and also present in detail the basic algorithms and techniques that could be used to
extract useful knowledge from this (potentially) infinite source of information. Finally, we will discuss how
the extracted knowledge can be exploited to improve different quality features of a WSE system, mainly its
effectiveness and efficiency.
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Description

Web search engines (WSEs) are queried by users to satisfy their information need. WSEs have stored in their
logs information about users since they started to operate. This information often serves many purposes.
The primary focus of this tutorial is to introduce to the discipline of query mining by showing its foundations
and by analyzing the basic algorithms and techniques that could be used to extract useful knowledge from
this (potentially) infinite source of information. We will show how search applications may benefit from this
kind of analysis by analyzing popular applications of query log mining and their influence on user experience.
We will conclude the tutorial by, briefly, presenting some of the most challenging current open problems in
this field.
The first part of the tutorial will be devoted to introduce basic data mining techniques and tasks,
such as clustering, classification, and association rules. Many of these techniques have been utilized to
mine Web usage data, thus extracting from logs actionable knowledge, like patterns and models. We will,
furthermore, show modern “ad-hoc” techniques designed to address typical problems when dealing with such
an impressive amount of WSE query logs: noise removal and query result unbiasing. The first problem is
related to removing those queries that do not carry too much information, the second one deals with the
analysis of click data that keeps into account the position of the result clicked (i.e. it keeps into account the
fact that people tends to click the first two or three results).
We will show how search applications can benefit from this kind of analysis by analyzing popular applications of query log mining and their influence on user experience. In addition, we will review some of the
most recent results in this field where techniques enhancing both effectiveness and efficiency of WSE system
are proposed.
Regarding effectiveness of WSEs:
Previously submitted queries represent a very important mean for enhancing effectiveness of
search systems. Query logs keep track of information regarding interaction between users and
the search engine. Sessions, i.e. the sequence of queries submitted by the same users in the same
period of time, can be used as a way for deriving recurring query patterns used, for instance, to
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give a user query suggestions, thus improving the precision of her/his search. Click-through data
is, usually, the main mean for capturing users’ relevance feedback information. All in all, every
single kind of user action (also, for instance, not clicking on a result) can be exploited to derive
aggregate statistics which are very useful for the optimization of search engine effectiveness.
Regarding efficiency of WSEs:
“The scale and complexity of Web search engines, as well as the volume of queries submitted
every day by users, make query logs a critical source of information to optimize precision of
results and efficiency of different parts of search engines. Features such as the query distribution,
the arrival time of each query, the results that users click on, are a few possible examples of
information extracted form query logs. The important question to consider is : can we use,
exploit, or transform this information to enable partitioning the document collection and routing
queries more efficiently and effectively in distributed Web search engines? [1]”
This means that dealing with efficiency in Web search engines is as important as it is dealing with
user preferences and feedback to enhance effectiveness. Literature works show that usage patterns in WSE
logs can be exploited to design effective methods for enhancing both effectiveness and efficiency in different
directions.
Finally, the last part of the tutorial will, briefly, go through some of the most challenging current open
problems in this field.
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Relevance of the Topic to the IR Community

WSEs are part of the more general class of Information Retrieval (IR) systems. A search engine is, in fact,
not very different from a “classical” IR system. The uncertainty in users’ intent is present in WSEs as well
as in IR systems. Unlike old-fashioned IR systems, though, Web IR systems can rely on the availability of
a huge amount of usage information stored in query logs. Therefore, query log analysis connects to IR in
many different ways. For example, the exploitation of the knowledge contained within past queries helps to
improve the quality (both in terms of effectiveness and efficiency) of a WSE.
Moreover, some of the most important results, presented in important venues like SIGIR, the search track
of WWW, WSDM, etc., deal with the topics covered by this tutorial.
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Format

The tutorial will be divided into four parts. An introduction showing results on statistical and data mining
analyses of user querying activities stored in query logs. The second part will be focused on how the
knowledge extracted from query logs can be used to enhance the WSE effectiveness. In particular we will
show techniques for query expansion, personalization and query suggestion, and applications of query log
analysis to learning to rank techniques. The third part will review research works aimed at enhancing the
performance of a search engine. In particular caching and partitioning techniques for distributed search
engines will be reviewed. The last part of the tutorial will go through some of the most recent results in the
field of query log analysis: eye-tracking-based analysis, computational advertisements, etc.
In details this is the proposed table of contents:
• Introduction:
– The nature of Queries
– User Actions
• Data Mining Techniques for Query Log Mining
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– “Classical” Data Mining Tasks
– New Mining Tasks for Query Logs
∗ Unbiasing the Click Distribution
∗ Techniques for Removing Noise from Query Logs
• Enhancing Effectiveness of Search Systems:
– Query Expansion
– Query Suggestion
– Personalized Query Results
– Learning to Rank: ranking SVM
– Query Spelling Correction
• Enhancing Efficiency of Search Systems:
– Caching
– Index Partitioning and Querying in Distributed Web Search Systems
• New Directions:
– Eye tracking
– Web Search Advertisement
– Time-series Analysis of Queries
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